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Welcome
In the last edition of FC3, Dave & Pam
were planning to wave good bye to us
from the poop deck of a steamer bound for
the colonies. Well, as you all know, they
missed that particular boat and are still
with us. Were they frightened of the cold,
or was it just that they missed us all too
much? Whatever the reason they are still
threatening to leave us by July this year,
but in the meantime Dave has agreed to do
one more FC3, but on the understanding
that I do the donkeywork! - not sure
whether he or I are operating the front or
back legs!
I must stress, straight away, that I do not
plan to continue as editor in the long term,
and as Geoff is fully committed, and is
making such a good job of the magazine, I
thought I would have a go .
Certainly it will be nigh on impossible to
replace Dave’s photographic ability and
the way he presents the pictures. However, on the plus side, after this edition,
you will not have to keep reaching for the
Aussie-English dictionary!

Malcolm
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FROM THE CHAIR
Malcolm Cutler

It was with great sadness that we recently heard that Ron (Steady) Barker,
our first President, died at the end of
January, aged 94. Ron was a staunch
member of the FCCC and firmly supported the multi make concept of the club
and the emphasis of enjoying our cars
through social events. Ron was a spectacular orator, as many of you will know
from his after dinner talks at our anniversary dinners and, in Dec 2013, when
we held ‘An Evening With Steady’. He
left instructions that he did not want a
grand ‘funeral’, but he would be pleased
if there was a party to celebrate his life.
I therefore believe that this may be organised by the VSCC in the summer and I
will keep in touch with them and with
Keith Bowley, to ensure that the club

can be represented and ‘drink a
toast’ to our old
friend. His going
truly marks the
end of an era.
We will include a
fuller tribute to ‘Steady’ in the next edition of FC3.
For the first time in a while we have
found ourselves with a vacancy on the
FCCC committee following the resignation of Phil Hingston, due to his other
commitments. Phil has been a long term
member of the committee and I thank
him for his time and input over the
years, but he assures me that he and
Babs will still be regulars at FCCC
events.
I would therefore like to welcome Keith Handley to the FCCC
committee following his nomination at the recent AGM. Keith
has come along to a number of
our recent committee meetings
and been active in supporting
many of our events over the
past three years.
In other
words, he knows what he is
letting himself in for!
The winter period is a time
when the club’s activities are at
a low, but when a lot of work
continues behind the scenes to
plan the year ahead and get
subscription renewals out. As
you will see from Dave Chambers article, 2014 was a very
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good year for the club with 19 new
members joining. I believe this is largely
due by our increased exposure through
our numerous events but also the new
club brochure, banner, webpage etc,
whereby people can clearly see what
FCCC has to offer. However, I believe
the best ‘marketing tool’ is through
members recommendation and suggesting that prospective members come
along to one of our events and see what
it is like. Of course, we would never resort to ‘press gangs’ - would we!
Talking about subscriptions, please
check to see you have paid, as ‘without
your dosh’, we have no club!
As you will see from the ‘Editors’ page, I
have agreed to fill in as editor for the
FC3, but only until such time as a real
editor comes forward! I have to confess
that having seen how Dave Barton has
put the FC3 together in the past, I am

intrigued as to how technology can help
the process and how it works. Having
said that, I am very aware that the basics of any successful magazine is largely
down to the drive of the editor and
their ability to attract and motivate people to keep sending in their articles, run
reports etc. Hopefully I can soon start
to approach maybe 50% of Dave’s skills
with Publisher etc. I know that I will
never get anywhere near his proficiency
behind the lens, and also I hope that I
will not need to ‘kick arse’ too much to
keep the articles rolling in!
Surely if it can be seen that someone
with my very limited ability in this area
can do a fair job (I hope) then I am sure
that one of you out will soon come forward and offer to take over. Please—I
want to retire, again!

PARKSIDE 3.6V Li-Ion Cordless Screwdriver
One of the supermarket
chains is offering this as a
Valentine’s Day Special.
Jill brought the flyer home
to show Malcolm.
We’re just not sure which
one of them is getting the PINK
DRILL. But note that the fingernail polish matches the Porsche.

Apologies for the black & white in our hard copy as this
thing is actually bright pink and the fingernails are blue!
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PAGE 3
(It’s really page 6 but, well, you know …..)

Stephen & Georgina
Chater

Federation of British
Historic Vehicle Clubs
(FBHVC) News

Replica Mini Cooper 1275
When purchased in 2006 the car was in really
poor condition. My son, Paul who had been a
Mini enthusiast for many years,
suggested we buy a Heritage
body shell because, although a
competent welder, he was not
confident of completely eradicating the rust. Also a problem
was the lack of many critical
panels so getting everything to line
up correctly without the use of a jig was going
to be very difficult.
So decision made; a Heritage body
shell was purchased. I hasten to add
that it was considerably cheaper than
they are today! The rebuild was
completed in about 12 months and
with the 1275 engine from a 1986
Austin Metro and twin 1½” SU carbs.
It really goes very well.

Not a lot to report, which has direct
bearing on our members, from the last
FBHVC Newsletter other than:
 The ongoing saga of the proposed

new
EU
regulation
on
‘Roadworthiness Testing’ roles on
with the DfT saying that they are proceeding towards a more formal consultation during the next year. They
imply that any this will result in a
‘tidying up of the existing MOT regime, but the FBHVC feel that this is
a bit of a simplification.
 Chrome Plating.

The fear is that,
under new EU regulations, the use of
chromium trioxide will be banned
and therefore chrome plating by the
smaller chrome platers i.e. that we
use, will cease. However, there may
appear to be ‘light at the end of the
tunnel’ as a principle may be established known as “repair as produced”
which will allow ‘the continuation of
existing processes on both replacement and refurbished existing parts
where that is appropriate’.

I cannot take any credit for the
quality of the rebuild because my
contribution was very small; Paul did
99% of the work. I really am a very
lucky chap, all it cost me was buying
the parts and when “I pop my clogs”,
Paul can take over the ownership.

We were worried for a moment ...

 Discontinuation of the Tax Disk.

Just as we were going to press the No More
Page 3 Campaign arced up and crowed that
they had won. We thought we may have had
to show the car photo like this. But as it
turned out, the sun still shines on the Fairford Classic Car Club. Long may the tradition continue.

Concerns regarding the ‘no’ tax disk
changes still continue and the FBHVC
is still seeking clarification on a number of issues, including the lack of
notice being given regarding unexpired tax; possible problems with
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overseas law enforcement officers
not accepting a printed document
i.e. off the DVLA web site as proof of
taxation, or no receipt apart from a
till receipt if a historic vehicle is
taxed at the Post Office, and the
double taxation as only full months
tax is rebated on selling a vehicle.
 Ethanol-free Fuel. As you may have

read in the press British Motor Heritage is now selling ethanol-free fuel
(100 octane, either with or without
lead) in 19lt and 205lt containers. It
is advisable to check fuel storage
regulations on the BMH website before you buy large quantities!
 FBHVC, through FIVA the European

organisation set up to protect classic
vehicles, has backed calls for a UN
organisation to give historic vehicles
protected status in much the same
way that certain buildings and locations are. The proposed plans would
afford the protected status to all 30
year old vehicles and older i.e. they
would be deemed as having special,
or cultural significance. What about
the owners/drivers?
 A proposal, by the FBHVC, to shift

the cut-off for Historic Vehicle status
to 30yrs is reported to have received
qualified support. This would include 30yr old cars being eligible to
vehicle excise duty exemption.
 The proposal from the EU to bring in

a rolling 30yr MoT for classic vehicles
exemption has been described as
madness by one Classic Dealer. A
comment which I think most FCCC
members would agree with.
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Peaks Come up Trumps in
the Autumn
David Martin
Dick Turpin, Richard III’s horses, and Robin
Hood all leant their patronage to remind a
collection of Fairford members of the romance of travel as they steered their classics
north for the Autumn Peaks Tour.
On an October Friday lunchtime, free this
time from the fear of robbery or enforced

contribution from our cherished carriages,
we were fed under 12th Century oak beams
next to one of the infamous highwayman’s
favourite hiding holes in the chimney breast
of The Cock Inn (him in the chimney not us!).
We supped a little from the spot
where Richard’s soldiers drank and his
horses watered prior to The Battle of
Bosworth, and we passed numerous
pub signs reminding us that this was
once part of the national forest and
Robin and his men had once lurked in
the bushes beside our road.
But soon, feeling a bit like the Sherriff
of Nottingham’s nobles who had
made it safely to their castle, though
hopefully with a slightly better conscience, we were ensconced together
in an arrangement of Chesterfield

Settees selecting the contents of our
feasting for evening. Like travellers of old reports of adventure, impressive views from
the hills, and the multiplicity of different
ways through Burton-on-Trent all ran along
the length of our long table in a wave of
engrossed conversation before turning in.
Fresh next morning with engines roaring we
assembled for the convoy of nine to take on
The Famous Cat and Fiddle Pass. Warned
by our chairman – warned in turn it seems
by his navigator, of the possible G forces
that could be exerted upon the body during
some of the 37 bends if taken too
quickly, we took things at a fairly sedate rate snaking majestically along
the twisting banks of the hills before
the bikers were up from their beds.
Well coffeed and caked up in the
viewing conservatory of The Roaches
Tea Shop opposite the huge gritstoned Roaches Rocks we crossed the
tops and motored along the wooded
valleys – crossing both geographical
boundaries and eras of time to the
National Tram Village. Convincing the
gate man that we were all of a sufficiently classical heritage we were ushered in as exhibits! Parked in front of
the impressively restored Lion Inn we sat
outside with pie and pint chuckling as fathers and grandfathers walked past explaining ‘knowledgeable’ details of our cars to
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their charges. Undoubted star of
the show was Peter and Angela Tour
Suckling’s 2010 Morgan ‘It must be
getting on for 80 years old and it
looks like its just come out of the
shop – and I hear its had just one
owner from new!’
Human star of our show here
though was undoubtedly Ken.
Never mind the world’s greatest
collection of tram cars – restored
to immaculate condition, the array
of buildings taken apart brick by
brick in tramland towns across the
country over a hundred year period and re-errected here piece by
piece – it was Ken, 85year old, son of tram
driver and nephew of conductor that made
tramland live to the most untechnical imagination or taste.
Back at base though it was John and Judy
Dodman who came out as our own stars eventually winning the heavily contested
Great Car and Road Challenge Quiz – against
the stiffest of opposition – Ash Holmes
knowledge of the world’s most famous
roads and Rob Bevan’s memory of car inspired songs - to name but two. Clearly
many had been physically sustained and
cerebrally stimulated by the visit en route to
Bakewell’s First Original Tart Shop Café.
Sunday morning – had to skip church this
week as the whole floor area of that building was flooded – constructed into a very
tasteful swimming pool, jacuzzi and hotel
spa area. But we did behold the Beauty of
Nature from Monsal Head Point – where we
inevitably found a coffee spot before moving off to Chatsworth. Here, on most of the
internal surfaces, were depicted in the form
of classical art, numerous scriptural accounts – diminishing in style and Grandeur
even the portraits of successions of Duke’s
of Devonshire – as time went on sporting
increasingly
worried expressions as
mounting death duties became payable!
Now to the Upper Peaks. After a day motoring through a fairyland of gently falling

leaders on the tram

autumn leaves from trees in full colour illuminated by a clear sun Castleton gave many
of our party their first experience of seeing
rain coming down sideways! Fortuitously
for all who had so far travelled open top we
had just got the lids down - outside yet another tea shop. Toasted tea cakes and
creamed scones brought out the sun again
and after taking on The Winnets Pass – a
narrow twisting elevated road between
towering cliffs were back to base for another tasteful Shrigley Dinner.
Water though had not finished playing its
part. The Hotel Board Room with a screen in
front of a double windowed pelmetted curtain provided us with a private cinema.
After a short helpful briefing on aerial navigation by Flt Ltd Holmes we found ourselves
over the nearby Ladybird reservoir in the
cockpit of a Lancaster bomber. Next morning we were over the spot itself where much
of the famous Dan Busters film was shot.
Outstanding for their natural beauty, as well
as their recent historical significance the
lanes beside the lakes could seldom be
bettered than on an autumn morning with a
forest changing colour almost before your
eyes. ‘The trees are at their best this weekend’ was almost as common a cry as ‘The
Peak District is so much bigger than I had
thought’ In both respects - nothing too
much trouble for The Fairford Classic Club!
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Dave & Pam plan to
live in Canada!

ICE STATION ZEBRA
Starring:

Alastair Kinross

I’ve

But
I’m
from
M el
b ou
r n e!

been working in the wilds of
Norway recently. My job involves installing generators in sheds on
the tops of mountains to power
government
communications. The only way to get to
work is by helicopter, which
means sitting about until the
weather pauses and then
hoping you don't have to walk
down again several days later. The
pilots are all youngsters and very
skilled as they also act as crane
drivers with the loads slung beneath the Eurocopter in nylon
bags. Fed up with the rural hotel's
dinner menu, we headed for the
woods to have a barbecue in a purpose built shed, normally only used
in the summer. The fire was lit
quickly by the addition of a
magic spirit from a bottle,
which turned out to be jet fuel.
I was able to introduce the
pilots to the English custom of
mince pies after dinner.
Living on a mountain top in a portacabin
with Hungarian workers is basic. Life de-

Dave’s
garage

Answers
on a
postcard
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pends upon the endless din of the site generator to keep you
warm. The delights of pasta or tins of meatballs cooked on
one electric hotplate are over rated. Water is limited, as everything freezes, so it is kept inside and reserved for making
tea. Washing up is done with snow. The milk has to be kept
outside in a snowdrift wrapped in an old coat to prevent it
freezing. All this is compensated for by the view when you
get to see it, as daylight is from 9am to 2:30pm. To take photos you have to put your phone down your trousers first to
warm it up first.
I am off again for more adventures in a couple of weeks.

CLASSIC LUNCH RUNS
Barry Cooper

AGM & Classic Run—25 January
With the Bull Hotel in Fairford having been
designated as our meeting place, and also
with the Met Office pundits having warned
of a potentially severe spell of weather, our
cross country run following the AGM was
intentionally kept short and relatively
straight forward.
A lunch venue was therefore chosen with its
“location” very much a key factor in its selection. That is not to say however that due
consideration was not also given to the quality of the food on offer, and I like to think
that the Corinium Court Hotel provided our
party with a Sunday Roast worth of the best
traditions of the FCCC. Its Cirencester location made it an ideal venue it was considered, since our members were able to gain
access to all main routes whether their
homeward journeys were in the northerly,
southerly, westerly or indeed easterly direction. In the event the day provided us mainly dry weather, with even a spell of sunshine
to light most of our members’ treks homewards.

Hopefully our
next three Sunday
Lunch Runs will be equally blessed by the
weather gods, but although probably of rather longer mileage (as is normal for our
weekend runs) our members should all be
able to make their journeys home in daylight.
Commencing in May, it is planned to switch
to Wednesdays for our now traditional seasonal “’Classic Lunch Runs’. As last year, an
attraction will be sought for our party to ‘go
onto’ after we have eaten. During the summer months this more usually consists of a
garden of note, which has agreed to open
especially for our FCCC members. Tea is
made available to us, and all proceeds go
towards so many worthy charities supported
by the National Gardens Scheme. These
visits have always been hugely popular with
Club members, but if gardens aren’t really
your scene, such an activity may be treated
as an optional extra.
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The Demise of the
Tax Disc
Keith Handley
30th September 2014 saw the end and requirement to display on the vehicle the paper Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) licence otherwise known as the ‘Tax Disc’ or ‘Vehicle
Road Fund Licence’. Checks to see if you
have paid the road fund licence are now
being monitored using ‘Automatic Number
Plate Recognition’ – ANPR.
Vehicle Excise Duty was introduced in the
1888 budget.
The origin of the Tax Disc goes back to 1921
when the Roads Finance Act 1920 required
vehicles to display a Tax Disc. The very first
design of
the Tax Disc
was printed
very simply

in black on thick grey paper.
The first coloured Tax Disc
was introduced in 1923 having a plain green background.
Tax Discs all expired in the YEAR of issue ie
31 December. The expiry date of 31
December remained for several years and
caused enormous problems as the issuing
offices struggled to cope with the task of
renewing so many licences in a short time
over Christmas and the New Year as they all
expired simultaneously.
1923 saw the new annual Tax Disc together
with the introduction of the quarterly Tax
Disc expiring March, June, September &

December, similar to the annual Tax Disc
but in a different colour for the month of
expiry.
Although known as the ‘Quarterly’ they
were not in the true sense. The 2nd, 3rd &
4th quarters all expired at the end of the
month. However the first quarter always
expired on 24th March.
By 1935 the design changed and the flat
rate of duty was reduced to 15/- per horse
power. This was probably due to the government encouraging the motor industry
which would result in more cars on the road
and more tax!
In 1938 the Tax Disc wording changed to
‘Mechanically Propelled Vehicle Licence’
likewise the well known perforated tax disc
was born.
A flat rate of annual duty was introduced in
1948 of £10.00 per car
1961 saw a major change and a new design
of Tax Disc appeared similar to the last issue
of the Tax Disc. Monthly taxation was introduced to avoid the 31 December bottleneck. Twelve
month Tax Disc could be
bought from any month of
the year with the abolition of
the quarterly Tax Disc and
introduction of the 4 monthly
Tax Disc.
This design was thought to be
the way forward to beat the
forgers. Tax Discs from 1961 and 1962 were
easy to amend with Guinness bottle labels
being used to evade payment. In 1962 they
were known as the Guinness Tax. Following
this the expiry date was duplicated in the
lower toned area of the design from 1963
onwards.
In 1974 DVLC Swansea came on the scene,
later to become DVLA. In 1977 the new
digital Tax Disc design arrived. The expiry
date now being in numerals rather than the
abbreviated month/year.
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In August 1987 the 4 monthly Tax Disc was
replaced by the 6 monthly Tax Disc, and all
Tax Discs were worded in English prior to
this they were also available in Welsh.
The wavy line Tax Disc was introduced in
1987 and continued until 2003.
To avoid forging, water mark paper with
DVLA embossed across the top was introduced in 2001. Holograms, gold foil and bar
code were introduced in 2003.
CO2 emission tax bands were introduced in
March 2005. The CO2 emission bands were
reclassified in April 2009 and a Zero cost
band was introduced. Cars manufactured
prior to March 2001 were not included in
the CO2 emission banding and based upon
engine size <1549cc and >1549cc.
In November 1995 the government abolished the need to tax a vehicle if it was
greater than 25 years old, this was to be on
a rolling exemption. In the 1998 budget the
rolling 25 year was abolished and only vehicle manufactured prior to 01 January 1973
would be exempt. The 2014 budget saw the
re introduction of the exemption, so
vehicle older than 40 years became
exempt if manufactured prior to 1st
January of the qualifying year.

I have opted for the
replica Tax Disc. As my
MGB Roadster was first
registered on 30 June
1972 on the Isle of
Man I have managed
to obtain an Isle of Man
Tax Disc identical to the
original Tax Disc which would
have expired June 1973. The Tax Disc is
authentic with original registration 247
MAN, the stamp of the issuing office. Unfortunately it has no rate of duty (despite
numerous enquiries, and a letter printed in
the Daily Telegraph Motoring section) I have
been unable to find out what it would have
cost to tax the car for 12 month from July
1972. Any suggestions?
I obtained my replica Tax Disc off E-bay and
looks very authentic, the seller was very
helpful.
Some questions for you:1. What was the annual rate of duty in
April 1940?
2. What was the annual rate of duty in
August 1953?
3. What was the annual rate of duty in
June 1961?
4. What was the annual rate of duty in
September 1984?
Answers on page 26

So, as we no longer have a Tax Disc to
display what do we show in its place?
* Fairford Classic Car Club Badge?
* Parking permit?
* Replica Tax Disc?
* Nothing?

Keith’s Tax Disc
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MOTORING MUSINGS
Graham Young

 Dunlop Tyres is unveiling an exhibition to celebrate 90 years
since its first Le Mans win.
 You may remember Maureen Rees who starred in the programme Driving School where she terrorised the roads of Bristol and failed her driving test 7 times. Well it has now
emerged that one learner in London has failed her theory test 110 times!
 Japanese makes of cars have again topped a reliability table followed by France (!), South
Korea, USA, Sweden, Germany, Italy and worryingly, right at the bottom, Britain. However, the survey does not distinguish where the cars were made, so with so many Japanese
cars made in the UK, maybe the quality of cars is not that bad after all. Statistics!
 The Ford Fiesta has become the bestselling car of all time in the
UK, with sales topping 4.1m in 38yrs.
 In Henley last July, a 3yr old toddler started the engine of his
fathers Subaru Impreza and drove it out of the driveway,
down two embankments and into a pub garden – a future rally
driver, or just wanted a drink?
 A lorry driver said in almost 30yrs of driving he had not seen anything so bizarre as a pensioner on a mobility scooter, being escorted by a police motorcycle, driving the wrong
way up the hard should of the M1 near Sheffield.
 Headlines in the Sept Sunday Times – “Driverless Cars to be Tested in Britain. Scapegoats
Required” and “Cover your eyes! Driverless cars to be let loose in Britain next year”!
 A Cirencester businessman is bringing a state-of-the-art Unicycle to Britain which is made
in China. It is battery powered and goes up to 12mph – ideal for the busy commuter!
 Top Gear presenter, James May, has broken ranks with his fellow presenters by admitting
that he uses a bicycle – but it is a Brompton foldable.
 Costly classic. Jaguar is reviving the light weight E-type with a run of 6 cars. Yours at the
bargain price of £1m – each!
 A 74 year old woman was stopped by police for riding her bicycle on the M25. She
claimed she uses the motorway as a ‘short cut’.
 In 1935 Sir Malcolm Campbell became the first person in the world to drive an automobile at more than 300 mph (304.331mph at the Bonneville Salt Flats).
 A Jaguar E-type which was stolen in New York in 1968 has been found in a shipping container and is to be returned to its owner, a 82 year old lawyer, who now lives in Miami.
 The Harley Davidson ridden by Peter Fond in
Easy Rider (well, one of them) sold for $1.35m
last October.
 Pippa Middleton’s bike she used for a charity
ride last year has been on e-bay for £20,000. It
just goes to show what price you can put on such
a derrière – especially as the bike originally only
cost £2,500.
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‘FCCC Member’s Riley Elf
Moves Home’
feeling guilty for letting his ‘baby’ go! The
result was that the Atwell Wilson raised an
amazing £17,500 pounds, which for a museum which has no other support funds, other
than members and visitors is a terrific result.

At the end of last year Graham Young, with
great reluctance, decided that it was time to
leave the road to other users and sell his
much loved Riley Elf. Coincidentally, at the
same time, The Atwell Wilson museum in
Calne, Wilts, was looking to buy a suitable
car which they could raffle over the year, in
aid of much needed club funds. Graham and
the museum were put in touch and a deal
was done.
Over the past 12 months the museum has
taken the car to many motoring and heritage events where it has been greatly admired. Tickets were priced at £1 each and
even Graham bought some — probably

Myself, Bunny, Beryl and Adrian Lees-Smith
attended the draw ceremony and as you can
see from the photos, much fun was had by
all and the car looked terrific. The new owner (see photo), who also owns a Triumph
Spitfire, and comes from Fleet in Hampshire,
is
‘over
the
moon’ and on
getting
home
from picking up
the car, phoned
the museum to
say that the Elf
ran perfectly.
Well done to Graham and congratulations to
the Atwell Wilson museum and the new
owner—has he found the FCCC joining form
yet which we secreted in the car?
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TAPPET CLATTER
Mike Cox

Here we go again – obviously my hiding
place was not good enough to fool the
sharp eyes of Malcolm, so as requested
by the boss, I will see if I can come up
with a few musings about the joys of DIY
repairs etc to our old cars.
For those who managed to get to the
end of my previous articles you may
remember that I said that during the
Winter months I would drop the engine/
sub-frame out of the Riley and do some
welding to the sub-frame mounting
points etc. To cut a long story short,
very little welding was required, the engine bay was cleaned up and sprayed.
The engine, which was using oil, was
rebored, new pistons and rings fitted,
valves reground and the big and little
ends checked, but found to be OK. The
engine always had good oil pressure so
all parts were cleaned, engine and subframe painted and it was then all ready
to put back in the car. The front of the
car was lifted up high enough to slide
the engine/gearbox into place, lowered
back down and all sub-frames bolted
up, using new rubber mountings.

Buff & Beaver
Buff: Crikey Beave! Mike’s
got the Internet. Who will
be next I wonder?
Beaver: Did you know
that a Google search on
Spitfire will give
991,000 articles?

Sounds simple?
Well, basically it
was but it took a
lot longer than
writing about it and with plenty of the
usual mutterings and blue smoke!
Working through all the bits that needed reconnecting it was time to pressurise the suspension system. Checking
that all was OK I noticed that one of the
displacer flexible pipes had a large bulge
in it (where did that come from!) and
was in urgent need of replacement (as
the suspension is pressurised to 250
psi). To do this the unit has to be removed from the car/sub-frame. This is a
relatively easy job; undo the top suspension arm bolt, which is some 8in long,
pull arm out of the way and pull out the
displacer. Simple? Wrong! The inner
wheel arch panel had at sometime previously been welded and new metal inserted, which took up the small amount
of clearance required to remove the
displacer. So, out came the big crow
bar, inserted and used to enlarge the
opening. This then needed welding up
again!
Rang the spare parts company to ascertain the availability and cost of a new
displacer to find that only 2nd hand units
were available and cost £130 + £35 surcharge, postage and insurance! Wasn’t
paying that, so rang a few other places
only to find the same story and checked
the local scrap yards, but with no luck.
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The good fortune and luck came my
way when we attended the FCCC,
AGM and then took Barry’s route to
lunch in Cirencester. After lunch and
talking to Brian Moore who, together with John Dodman, I think are the
only FCCC members with a car having the same suspension system as
mine, he proceeded to tell me that
there was a company in Swindon
who could replace the pipes. He had
had two of his repaired and they
would do it whilst I waited. So, I met
up with Brian and he took me to the
firm’s workshop, I handed over the
unit and 10 mins later, job done,
with new pipe and hose clamps etc,
all for a grand total of £20. Some
saving aye!! Went for coffee and

sat chatting with Brian and then left for
Standlake.
Everything is now ready to replace and I
will hopefully do that over the next few
days, the story of which will be reported
in the next edition of FC3 – is it going to
be good news, or not so good? – wait
and see!
Many thanks to Brian Moore for his help,
and particularly King Industrial Products
Ltd, Bramble Rd, Swindon, Tel: 01793
436377, for their excellent service, advice and interest. Incidentally, they produce a catalogue which is nearly 1450
pages long. I don’t think there is anything to do with pipes and fittings that
they can’t supply or make.
Mike C.

Blokey Stuff !
What option would you like
with your new tool chest Sir? ….
The BBQ or the bar fridge? *

Ash Holmes and his
Morris were first on
the ground on a wet
Saturday morning.

* steak knives not included
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Advanced Driving
Colin Biles
Annual General Meeting 25 January
Derek Bell
In the 1980’s I was a member of Bognor Regis Motor Club and racing driver Derek
Bell, who lived nearby at Pagham gave a talk to the Club about his life.
Bell had raced for Ferrari in F1, won the Daytona 24 three times, been World
Sports Car Champion twice and winner of the Le Mans 24 Hour race five times, driving for Porsche.
Many of the questions asked about success at Le Mans and we learned
In those days there was no safety chicane half way down the poplar tree-lined
Moulsanne straight to slow competitors down.
By the end of the 3 ½ miles cars were reaching well over 200mph.
After explaining his technique for driving fast during the hours of darkness DB was
then asked
“How did you cope with the spray thrown up in wet weather?
His reply
“We drove looking at the tops of the trees!.”
They do say Racing Drivers are made of something else, don’t they.
Engine Problems?
Chap, who is a bit of a petrol head takes his wife out for a slap up meal; good food,
plenty of wine, but turns the tables on her by asking her to drive home afterwards.
She is not happy.
On the way back the car engine stops with a bang.
Our hero opens the bonnet to see what is wrong.
“What’s the matter Dear?” enquires the Wife.
“Piston broke.” Says our hero, knowledgeably.”
Wife replies “Yes Dear. But what is wrong with the car?
I was sent this photo the other day.

Buff & Beaver
Buff: Crikey Beave! If that
jack fails, what will hold
the car up?
Beaver:
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The FCCC AGM -The Treasurer’s Turn
Nearly 40 people at the AGM, amazing! Our
thanks to all those who managed to turn up
despite the “end of the world” weather forecast. With nearly half the membership represented the proceedings could really be called
democratic. After Malcolm’s opening remarks, your Treasurer was called on to make
her 2014 financial report. At the end of 2014
the club had a total of £1920.36 in its account with Lloyds Bank, following diligent
work by David Chambers our Membership
Secretary to collect membership fees for
2015. If you have not yet paid your membership fee he will be after YOU next! Our
major expenditure for 2014 largely involved
payment for all costs concerning newsletter
and magazine production (£902) hosting and
managing the club website cost (£432) and
stamps (£159) with plenty in hand for use in
2015. Using the internet as much as possible
for communications has
seen a considerable drop in
expenditure on stamps,
envelopes, and photocopying. Other costs were:
insurance £306; FBHV
membership £32; Bristol
Show £111 and donations
for members who have
sadly died £91. Income
came largely from membership fees (£1480), there
were also generous donations from club event or-

ganisers of surplus monies (£100+), FCCC
garments brought in £56 and the key fob
sale at the FCCC Christmas dinner raised
£45, of which £22 was donated to Crisis at
Christmas.
David Chambers reported that 18 new
members had joined in 2014. 67 members
had already rejoined for 2015 and 5 had left
because they no longer had classic cars etc.
Geoff Tebby reported that the FCCC newsletter was going well and asked for people to
continue to send in contributions to him, he
is hoping to produce a newsletter around
about the 5th of each month. Bunny LeesSmith gave out information concerning
coming trips to St Fagans and the Imperial
War Museum, contact him if interested.
Official Business then took place, Phil
Hingston announced his resignation from
the FCCC Committee, Keith Handley was
then elected to replace him. The entire committee was then re-elected for another year.
The AGM concluded and was followed by
an enjoyable run and Sunday lunch which
had been organised by Barry Cooper.
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ACROSS
2 Only 28,367 built between 1963 and 31 December 2013; Owned by the
Volkswagen Group (12)
8 William ______ in Bridge on the River Kwai; No longer made Down Under (6)
10 Chinese Aviation Lithium Battery (acronym); They power electric UPS delivery
vans (4)
12 There are some of these in the Club, mostly blue it seems (3)
14
15
17
18
19
23
24
27
28
29

International
Crossroads

I hope this isn’t
too hard for me

The machine helps you do that stitch in time (6)
Keeping cool (abbreviation); Snake (2)
You could rely on this young, highly social animal; meow (7,6)
"I tell you something, I do that lap time in a ___" Sabine told Jezza (3)
Not quite a cameo; from Detroit (6)
The mob who made the 6 cyl, hard-top British sports car at 4 down (7)
1950-54, Healey did the chassis, they did the engine (4)
To change the stuff in 22 down, it helps to get up on this (4)
Definitely a Porsche! (7)
If a suspension spring breaks, your car may ___ (3)

DOWN
1 Improves traction (abbreviation); Hippies loved this stuff (3)
2 Not a sea dog (9)
3 From the Continent but Buick in Canada and 8 across in Oz (4)
4 A cocktail popular with Poms in hot climates plus number VI (3)
5 Riley made these (3)
6 The 9000 was popular in the mid-eighties (4)
7 Nico was a ______ to Lewis; Bradley Walsh’s sidekick on TV game show (6)
9
10
11
13
16
18
20
21
22
25

This division of Ford made a prestige car for use on their continent (7)
Ford; a popular isle off the Sorrentine Peninsula (5)
Not a real Porsche is it? (7)
A car from Llantwit; some had engines from 12 across (7)
Not quite a lemon in France (7)
The mob at 3 down might think Rekord with different outside panels (6)
Not a major (5)
The _____ Man, Charlton Heston, 1971; Made by those at 3 down (5)
A dark place full of oil (4)
Motorcycles made in Wolverhampton 1909-1931 (acronym), name continued
with Matchless and Norton-Villiers (3)
26 They made cars in Tolworth 1936-66 (acronym) (3)
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Have a go at our first FC3 crossword puzzle. For some of the words, there are
two clues, separated by a semi-colon. Not all the words are cars. The solution
will be in the next Newsletter. There will be a prize for those who solve it.
If you reckon you’ve cracked it, send your solution in to the Editor and we’ll let
everyone know who the smart bears are. Anyone do it in ink?

Buff & Beaver
Buff: 12 Across says there are some
of these in the Club
Beaver: hmmmm…
Buff: Got it! Jaguar Mk II
Beaver: Maaaaate, there are
only three spaces!
Buff: Yes but if I write small I
can get it in.
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A Short Word From Our Membership
Secretary to Start the Year Off

YOUR COMMITTEE

2014 saw us end with healthy influx of new members 19 in total and it didn’t stop there. This year we have
welcomed 5 new members so far. This means that we
have a current paid up membership of 76. Now there
are just 8 of you still haven’t renewed your membership – naughty boys! If you do not wish to renew then
please let me know. Sadly we have had to say farewell to some long standing
members but unfortunately neither we nor our cars are getting any younger.
So the good news is that the Club is now in a healthier state than it has been
for some time and long may it be so.
Happy motoring

Buff & Beaver
Buff: Crikey Beave! We’re
getting more new members
than Kellogg's got cornflakes.
Beaver: I reckon DC is
offering a set of steak
knives with each new
membership
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Answers to Keith ‘Tax Disk’ questions—P:7

01608 658 603
dhc@freezone.co.uk
01285 712 173
malcolmcutler@btinternet.com
01453 883 821
gctebby@aol.com
01285 712 173
malcolmcutler@btinternet.com

01285 658450

denise.handley09@googlemail.com

Buff & Beaver
Overheard from the back seat on the way to a car
show Buff: So Beave, who needs
Savile Row anyway?
Beaver: For sure! (pointing
to his shirt) Tesco £5!
Buff: (pointing to his
shirt) Charity Shop …
£3.50 !!

1) £1 per horsepower
2) £12—10s single rate

And the last word ….

3) £15.00

The Membership Secretary wishes to make it perfectly clear that he owns
neither a pink screwdriver nor a Snap-On tool.

4) £90.00
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